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• What does “Judaism teach”?  

• What are “Jews supposed to believe”?  

• What are Jews “supposed to do”?  

• How do we know? 

• Where do we look for the answers?   

 

We will look at three different types of Jewish spiritual conversation,  the assumptions behind each, 

and the pros and cons of each style of discourse. 

 

• Week 1 - The debates about what we do as codified in the definitive texts of Jewish Law 
(“Halakha”); 

• Week 2 - The discussions about who we are, as found in the open-ended conversation called 
Midrash; 

• Week 3 - The declarations about what we believe as refracted and reflected in the declarative 
prayers of the liturgy. 

 

 

What Do Prayerbook Introductions Tell Us About Their Discourse? 

 

• 1945 Reconstructionist Sabbath Prayerbook: 

 

[A siddur should] be reverential of the traditional worship-text, both because that text as a whole rightfully 

commands reverence; and also because only so can the experience of worship strengthen in the Jew his 

(sic) sense of communion with the Jewish past and with [the Jewish people] in the present. [“universal 

Israel”, probably an attempt at translating klal Yisrael] 

 

[A siddur should] take clear cognizance of the problems and aspirations of mankind [sic] and Jewry 

today…It must focus the spiritual resources of the Jewish tradition onto specific contemporary issues. 

 

[A siddur must have] the courage to set aside of modify prayers of phrases that are unacceptable to 

modern men (sic), whether intellectually, morally, or aesthetically.  

 

• 1994 Reconstructionist Kol Haneshamah  (Rabbi David Teutsch) 

 

We have aimed to produce a book with a central core that unifies through style and basic theological 

assumptions while allowing the multi-vocal nature of the collective enterprise of Jewish prayer to 

emerge…A large number of those who will use the new prayerbook have had little opportunity to 

experience prayer as deeply moving and life-shaping. The commentary…points out the underlying 

structure…provides contemporary interpretations and applications of the traditional liturgy…  
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…opens the prayerbook to people who might otherwise find communal worship alienating…helps us to 

continue learning about the liturgy. 

 

Prayerbook translations in English have had an archaic flavor about them…[KN] provides a contemporary, 

vivid, yet elegant translation [that weaves] together the poetic, the theological, and the midrashic.  

 

The prayerbook was never a homogenized entity. It included the voices of theists and panentheists, 

mystics and scholars, pietists and traditionalists.  

 

 

• Machzor Lev Shalem – Conservative  (2010) (Rabbi Edward Feld) 

 

The prayerbook represents the theology of the Jewish people throughout the generations. Not only is it 

an expression of popular religious feeling, but is also a textbook of, and gateway into, the world of Jewish 

thought and imagination of the past two thousand years…All Jewish prayerbooks are anthologies of 

liturgical materials.  

 

 

• Mishkan T’Filah – Reform  (2007) (Rabbi Elyse Frishman, and Rabbi Peter Knobel z’l) 

 

While prayer invites us to beseech God, we must also be open to what God wants from us…A siddur must 

challenge narcissism; that challenge begins by saying to a worshipper: your voice is here amidst 

others…prayer is not merely an outpouring of self; it is the opening of our sense to what is beyond 

ourselves…prayer must motivate us to give selflessly…Prayer must move us beyond ourselves; prayer 

should not reflect “me”; prayer should reflect our values and ideals. God is not in our image; we are in 

God’s.  

 

Theologically, the liturgy needs to include many perceptions of God: the transcendent, the naturalist, the 

mysterious, the partner, the evolving God…In any worship setting, people have diverse beliefs. The 

challenge of a single liturgy [prayerbook] is to be not only multi-vocal, but poly-vocal—to invite full 

participation without conflicting with the keva [fixed] text. [I think she should have put the word kavanna here, 

to partner with the word keva that she did use.]  

 

The essence of Reform liturgy continues to be what God demands of us, with heavy emphasis on ethical 

action and social justice. 
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Lawrence Hoffman: The Art of Public Prayer (pp. 148-150) 

 
[also a podcast w/ L. Hoffman: 

https://soundcloud.com/collegecommons/rabbi-lawrence-hoffman  “Prayer is an Art Form” L. Hoffman] 

 

…worshippers [incorrectly] insist on treating all sentences in their prayer books as if they were part of a 

single language game called “theological truth,” whose sole function is to offer portraits of reality with 

which they are expected to agree. As long as people persist in thinking that liturgy is just theology, a 

liturgical language game consisting of saying out loud various sentences whose content they should be 

willing to affirm as true, [prayer will be a disappointing experience]. They will find many sentences 

meaningless or boring; and they will feel guilty because they do not literally believe everything they say. 

 

Instead of asking “What does a text say?” we can ask “What does it mean?” And instead of asking “How 

does it say it?” we can ask “How does it get said?” The all-important difference here is the emphasis on 

the interaction between the text and its readers, who come to it with different ideas of what they should 

be doing with it. They can study it (like geometry), proclaim it (like a political manifesto), sing it (like a love 

song), read it (like a novel), argue it (like a legal brief), or pray it (our liturgy). . .We have to ask what the 

text means to the reader who reads it. 

 

If we can avoid the…notion that our prayers are pictures of reality that demand intellectual assent, we 

will have gone a long way toward making it possible to say them meaningfully, even if we do not believe 

them to be literally true.  

 

The words of worship are artistic constructs. They fill in the background of the community through which 

we descend; they describe the heroes or martyrs whose memory we hold dear…they remind us of our 

story, the events of our corporate life as a people… 

 

 

Dr. Hoffman breaks out prayer into three dimensions: 

 

• “Constituting a present: Words That Perform” [example: “By this ring you are consecrated to 

me…” in wedding ceremony] 

• “Recollecting the Past: Words as Stories” [Example: “We were slaves in Egypt…” in the Pesach 

Haggadah] 

• “Looking to the Future: Words as Hope, Commitment, Aspiration” [Example: “We therefore put 

our hope in You, Adonai our God, to soon behold the glory of Your might in banishing idolatry from the 

earth…to perfect the world as the dominion of the Deity….” in the Aleinu prayer] 
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“The Siddur is the Tool; We Are the Voice” A roundtable discussion from SH’MA magazine 4/1/2011 
http://shma.com/the-siddur-is-the-tool-we-are-the-voice-a-roundtable/ 

 

Richard Hirsh: Most early as well as recent ‘modern’ siddurim assumed that a siddur was primarily a 

statement of beliefs, that the interpretive lens was philosophy or theology. Today, is a siddur or machzor a 

work of philosophy, theology, poetry, art, or something else? 

 

Elyse Frishman: The siddur affirms a person’s role and worth in relationship with community and God. 

Relationship requires action; the siddur reinforces how we should behave. 

 

Edward Feld: Building on what Elyse said, I’d add that the moment of prayer, at its best, is transformative: 

It moves us to the fullness of our humanity and to an appreciation of our relationship to the world. The 

traditional prayer book contains theological ideas, but they are expressed as a kind of prose poetry and 

so they are experienced more emotionally than rationally. 

Richard Hirsh: Is prayer essentially metaphoric language and, if so, how; and if not, why? 

Elyse Frishman: Prayer uses metaphor to release us from the ordinary. Spiritual imagination is inspired by 

such language. But not all prayer is metaphor. 

Edward Feld: For the most part, the prayer book is written as prose poetry. As such, it is evocative but not 

rationally discursive and philosophically deductive in its presentation. Metaphor is one aspect of poetic 

technique and at times the poets of the prayer book employ metaphors, sometimes for whole poems, but 

it would be overreaching to say that all prayer is metaphoric; to do so would remove reality from the 

moment of prayer. 

 

 

Four Sets of Threes 

 

➢ Terminology:

WORSHIP 

PRAYER 

DAVENNING 

 

➢ Function: 

QUOTATION 

AFFIRMATION 

EDUCATION 

 

➢ Form: 

PRAISE  (shevakh) 

PETITION  (bakasha) 

GRATITUDE  (hoda’ah) 

 

➢ Focus: 

BELONGING 

BEHAVING 

BELIEVING 

 


